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Assembly InstructionsAssembly Instructions

1, Stick self adhesive tape 
evenly to outside of both
lampshade rings. 

2, Cover the edge the whole 
way round, then cut at join.  

2 x Lampshade Panel PVC
2 x Lampshade Ring
2 x Lampshade Ring with Clip fitting
1 x Roll of Double sided Self Adhesive Tape

1 x Lampshade Panel PVC
1 x Lampshade Ring
1 x Lampshade Ring with fitting
1 x Roll of Double sided Self Adhesive Tape

Candle Kit Parts Drum Kit Parts

3, Fold the tape over and 
press the tape down firmly.

6, Remove the release 
film from both the 
lampshade rings. 

4, Put a strip of self adhesive 
tape on the edge of the 
lampshade panel. 

5, Remove the release 
film, this will be used 
for joining the seam.

Large clean flat working area, scissors, and your ribbon of choice. 

We recommend using only flame retardant ribbon or yarn that is fire resistant. Ribbon that is cut on 
the bias or has some elasticity will work best as this will provided sufficient tension when wrapping.

“You will need”“You will need”

Continue over



7, Place sticky rings on the  
edge of the lampshade panel 
without the seam tape.

8, Roll both rings 
around the panel.

9, Keep in line to 
panel edge.

Before you start making the lampshade, just check to make sure the lampshade ring 
with the fitting is going to be constructed correctly, fit inside the lampshade.

10, When you get to the seam 
the panels will join with the tape.

11, Turn over and apply 
pressure to the seam. 

12, Starting from seam, stick 
ribbon behind the top ring.

13, Wrap your ribbon around the lampshade and it will stick to the double sided tape on the 
rings as you go. Make sure there is sufficient tension but don’t be too heavy handed to 
distort the lampshade panel.

15, Put some sticky tape 
on the overlap, remove 
release film and stick inside.   

14, When the Lampshade is 
covered, cut ribbon leaving a 
small overlap.  

16, Your Ribbon Lampshade 
is now complete.

We recommend using only fire resistant ribbon. If the material you will be using is not fire resistant, use a fire proofing spray to protect the lampshade. 

Use low energy light bulbs to reduce the risk of burns and fire hazards, they also save you money and help the environment by using less electricity.


